STM Governance

**WHY?**
- STM projects coming to an end – important to **continue interoperability**
- Need for governance & resource for the "maritime digital infrastructure"

**WHAT?**
- **Industry partners with intention** to take ownership and make it happen
- Aiming for a **sustainable entity to ensure continued standardisation** and adoption

**HOW?**
- **Member-owned organisation** focused on enabling STM
  - "Operate the IT"
  - "Manage memberships"
  - "Drive benefits for the industry"
- Scope **shaped & owned** by members

**WHO?**
- **Manufacturers & providers of equipment & solutions** to the maritime value chain
- Intending to **contribute in the set up and to "build STM into own products"**

**WHEN?**
- **Q1 2019**
- Ongoing preparations November-December 2019 (London, Rotterdam, add’l sessions)
- **Tomorrow 1.45pm…**